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Abstract 3 
For several decades there has been a broad consensus on the need to promote scientific literacy and, ultimately, 4 
to promote the broad development of student competency from an early age. However, many of the results 5 
recorded in the educational field are not very encouraging. Although interdisciplinarity has a much broader 6 
trajectory, the continuous questioning of traditional teaching methods, due to their inefficiency, has given rise to 7 
the emergence of educational approaches that integrate the teaching of diverse scientific disciplines in a more 8 
contextualized, coherent, and comprehensive manner. The body of empirical research on the application of these 9 
approaches has grown, while leaving behind some essential theoretical questions. In the present work, a 10 
theoretical framework is proposed for integrated science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) education, 11 
a current teaching approach with the greatest momentum. Based on the epistemological stance of Larry Laudan, 12 
three levels of scientific commitment are adopted: with theories, with methods, and with the aims. Regarding 13 
the theoretical commitment, three axes of support are established for this framework: epistemological, 14 
psychological, and didactical. This mechanism allows us to construct a consistent model that may contribute to 15 
developing coherent integrated STEM education. In addition, an example of a real application of this theoretical 16 
framework is provided in the design, implementation, and evaluation of a STEM didactic unit in the primary 17 
education stage, demonstrating its coherence and viability. 18 
 19 
Keywords Theoretical framework, Philosophy of science, Humanist science education, Competency, 20 
Integrated STEM education, Interdisciplinarity 21 
 22 
1 Introduction 23 
 24 
In the last decades of research in the field of science education, two topics continue to appear in many 25 
international articles and research reports. First is the concern over the indispensable nature of scientific literacy 26 
for citizens to exercise their full rights (European Commission [EC] 2015; National Research Council [NRC] 27 
1996; NGSS Lead States 2013). Second is the concern of many governments and organizations regarding the 28 
decrease in the number of young people choosing to study scientific-technological disciplines at the end of their 29 
compulsory schooling (Archer et al. 2010, 2012, 2013; DeWitt and Archer 2015; NRC 2008, 2012, 2014). 30 
Consistent with these topics, Kezar et al. (2017) have affirmed that “for the past 20 years, countless reports have 31 
been issued calling for reform of undergraduate education to improve student learning, persistence, and 32 
graduation rates for students in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) majors” (p. 217). If 33 
undergraduate education has to be reformed, K-12 education has also to be transformed (NRC 2012). 34 

In order to address these problems, several approaches have been incorporated and established in the field of 35 
science education. Without pretending to be exhaustive, some with a robust research trajectory can be named, 36 
such as problem-based learning (Gallagher et al. 1995), the use of History and Philosophy of Science (Matthews 37 
2014, 2018), modelling (Gilbert and Justi 2016; Greca and Moreira 2000), argumentation (Erduran and Jiménez 38 
Aleixandre 2007), computer simulations (Smetana and Bell 2012) or inquiry teaching (Lazonder and Harmsen 39 
2016). In addition, given the continuous criticism of traditional teaching as a simplistic reductionist approach 40 
addressing the disciplines in isolation (Connor et al. 2015), some approaches within the framework of 41 
disciplinary integration have emerged in the field of science education. There is evidence that integrated projects 42 
produce favorable effects on K-12 students' learning and attitudes (Gresnigt et al. 2014; Kang, 2019). An 43 
educational approach of special interest, under the acronym STEM (science, technology, engineering, and 44 
mathematics), has developed that advocates the literacy of people in the four disciplines (Bybee 2013). From a 45 
broad point of view, it has been considered that effective STEM education will capitalize on students' interests 46 
and early experiences, build new knowledge on what they already know, and provide experiences that involve 47 
them and awaken their interest in scientific practices (NRC 2011). 48 

Given the educational projection of this approach, many empirical studies regarding its practical application 49 
have been accumulating over recent years, especially in the field of science education (Brown 2012; Mizell and 50 
Brown 2016). However, some essential theoretical questions that offer a better conceptual understanding of the 51 
scope and constraints of empirical investigations have not received the same attention. In that regard, some 52 
relevant contributions are worth mentioning: conceptual frameworks to design STEM lessons (Chu et al. 2019; 53 
Kelley and Knowles 2016), conceptual models for assessing their efficacy (Murphy et al. 2019; Quigley et al. 54 
2017), and descriptive frameworks useful for identifying, describing and investigating specific integrated STEM 55 
initiatives (Falloon et al. 2020; NRC 2011, 2014). However, despite their significance, these studies have not 56 
delved into the psychological view or into coherence with epistemological foundations, thus limiting their 57 
application and raising some of the previously mentioned issues (McComas and Burgin 2020; Millar 2020; 58 
Zeidler 2016). 59 

Duschl (1990) stated that adopting a curricular perspective that evolves from a complex set of scientific 60 
processes based on epistemological principles means that a broader range of curricular approaches can be 61 
integrated into the K-12 education stage. However, as has been commented, a complete theoretical foundation 62 



supporting integrated STEM education is still lacking in the literature, especially from an epistemological 63 
viewpoint (Authors; Reynante et al. 2020). Based on these arguments, we consider it especially relevant to 64 
adopt an epistemological stance that is consistent with integrated STEM education. As will be seen, the 65 
epistemological approach followed here demands express statements of coherently interrelated aims, theoretical 66 
assumptions, and methodological principles for integrated STEM education. Hence, the objective of this 67 
position paper is to propose a theoretical framework for integrated STEM education, steering it towards the 68 
development of the student competency and bringing this approach closer to a more formative and humanistic 69 
position, essential in scientific education (Zeidler 2016; Zeidler and Sadler 2007). 70 

In what follows, some crucial issues on STEM education are collected and then the general structure of the 71 
theoretical framework is presented. Based on this structure, the particularities of the theoretical framework for 72 
integrated STEM education are further detailed. Once the framework is known in detail, an example of the 73 
theoretical framework applied at the primary education stage is shown. Finally, some of the educational 74 
implications of the STEM approach are presented. 75 
 76 
2 Some crucial issues concerning STEM education 77 
 78 
The literature contains variations on the meaning of a STEM education (Breiner et al. 2012; Ritz and Fan 2015). 79 
In fact, this issue has been pointed out in a recent review indicating that these multiple interpretations involve a 80 
wide spectrum of disciplinary integration models, ranging from teaching one of the STEM disciplines, to 81 
considering it as a discipline in its own right (Martín Páez et al. 2019). In this sense, although Gresnigt et al. 82 
(2014) indicated not long ago that there were very few “data-driven” research reports and inquiries into the 83 
theoretical foundations of integrated curricula, a lively debate on disciplinary integration and the nature of the 84 
STEM (NOSTEM) approach has recently been established within the scientific community (see, for example, 85 
issue 4 of volume 29 of this journal dedicated to this discussion). From our perspective, STEM education 86 
implies a higher level of integration than the treatment of the four separately defined literacy branches, which 87 
has been called integrated STEM education (Kelley and Knowles 2016) and that can be supported by the 88 
adoption of a particular epistemological view. In our recent work in the context of this discussion (Authors), we 89 
have established a framework for philosophical discussion on integrated STEM education, adopting a model of 90 
a "seamless web" of the relationship among science, technology, engineering and mathematics through the lens 91 
of Reconceptualized FRA-to-NOS (RFN) (Kaya and Erduran 2016) as an analytical tool to identify some central 92 
features of the NOSTEM. Regarding the disciplinary integration, as Coria and Porta Massuco (2020) state, it is 93 
a burden to try to “define” those concepts, given the fact that doing so implies making certain connections that 94 
tend to be complex while leaving aside, or making invisible, other ones. In the academic field, we can speak of 95 
multidisciplinary when several disciplines coexist to address aspects of the same problem where, although 96 
working as a team, each discipline works from its perspective. Regarding interdisciplinary, it can be considered 97 
in a broad sense —associated with multidisciplinary processes with potential interaction— or an 98 
interdisciplinary in a strong sense —linked to effective integration dynamics—. The first usually appears as a 99 
cooperative way of working to solve practical problems within various institutions critical to the daily life of 100 
societies —hospitals, schools, etc.— as well as in a whole range of informal situations, and tends to persist in 101 
the time. However, it should be pointed out that collaboration is an additional facilitating factor that reinforces 102 
interaction, but it is not part of the definition of interdisciplinarity per se (Frodeman et al. 2017). On the other 103 
hand, it should be clarified that interdisciplinary does not deny the knowledge of content and methodologies of 104 
those who participate in a project, but rather implies the generation of new codes, common understandings, 105 
methodological conceptual agreements and ways of formalizing exchanges. It is a qualitative leap that, when 106 
achieved, is irreducible to the participating disciplines. It is usually stated that transdisciplinary, besides 107 
promoting interrelations because of the convergence of specialists that think beyond their disciplines, also 108 
incorporates a several social actors. The concept of an extended peer community, created by Funtowicz and 109 
Ravetz (2000), is key when thinking about both interdisciplinary in the strong sense and transdisciplinary, given 110 
that it extends the legitimacy of those involved in the process of knowledge generation to the same communities 111 
that live the complex problematics, that are object of the transdisciplinary. For our model, we need to translate 112 
these concepts to the instructional point of view. For doing so, we adopt  English’s (2016, p. 2) definitions: the 113 
multidisciplinary level occurs when concepts and skills are learned separately in each discipline but within a 114 
common theme; at the interdisciplinary level, closely linked concepts and skills are learned from two or more 115 
disciplines with the aim of deepening knowledge and skills; and the transdisciplinary level implies that 116 
knowledge and skills learned from two or more disciplines are applied to real-world problems and projects, thus 117 
helping to shape the learning experience. This conception of transdisciplinary is also presented in Frodeman et 118 
al. (2017), where an extensive discussion on interdisciplinarity can be found.  119 
In addition, many definitions of STEM education and proposals for its implementation suggest positions close 120 
to professionalization and the coverage of economic needs (Breiner et al. 2012; Bybee 2013; Herschbach 2011; 121 
Zollman 2012). In this sense, several criticisms have been advanced, especially with regard to the sociopolitical 122 



silence that is apparent in a lot of STEM policy (Chesky and Wolfmeyer 2015; Gough 2015), that makes it 123 
“unlikely [that] students will engage in criticism of STEM processes and practices that support economic 124 
growth, and instead will orient students to support them” (Hoeg and Bencze 2017, p. 857). Among others, 125 
Zeidler (2016) considered that if STEM education is not reframed within broader sociocultural and political 126 
frameworks, then the educational model of STEM initiatives will be deficient. In addition, there is a clear under-127 
representation of certain groups in the STEM landscape (Vallett et al. 2018). 128 

We agree with these critical views, and so, in line with Zollman (2012), we believe that, in the educational 129 
field, integrated STEM education should aim at developing an integrated education and continuous learning, 130 
aiming for a higher level of competency development for all citizens from a humanist perspective (Aikenhead 131 
2015). That is, in our understanding, integrated STEM education, instead of prioritizing employment after the 132 
completion of school, should engage students in more active and participatory community-grounded science, 133 
inclusive of calls for social justice and citizenship (Calabrese Barton 2012). We believe that scientific vocations 134 
will emerge naturally from this development of humanistic competency, a question that has previously been 135 
discussed elsewhere (Maltese and Tai 2010). Thus, given the complex and comprehensive nature of the 136 
competency construct and its multiple dimensions, the use of integrated STEM education appears to be an 137 
appropriate and beneficial approach for that purpose (Authors). 138 

In all, integrated STEM education, is focused on complex problems (Pleasants 2020), preferring 139 
interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary approaches, which have an iterative process of creating new questions 140 
from different disciplines (Quigley and Herro 2016). In this position paper, integrated STEM education is 141 
understood as an educational approach that can develop competencies among students in an integrated and 142 
humanist manner (Aikenhead 2015). 143 

Finally, it is relevant to highlight that in these integrated approaches, one of the subjects often has a dominant 144 
role, depending on the focus of the lesson or project (NRC 2014, p. 42). However, deviations appear in the 145 
literature regarding STEM models where the central emphasis is placed on two or more disciplines. Most of the 146 
proposals have focused on science and mathematics (Breiner et al. 2012; Bybee 2013; Hoachlander and 147 
Yanofsky 2011; Kelley and Knowles 2016; Sanders 2008; Wang et al. 2011), while the integration of 148 
technology and engineering, is less well developed (Bybee 2010; Herschbach 2011; Hoachlander and Yanofsky 149 
2011; Kelley and Knowles 2016; Williams 2011), given that those subjects are not usually present in the early 150 
stages of compulsory education (NRC 2011). Nevertheless, “the infusion of ‘engineering practices’ in the Next 151 
Generation Science Standards in the USA signals a major shift in curriculum policy for integrating related 152 
domains to science teaching and learning” (Erduran 2020, p. 781). Thus, in many integrated STEM and STEAM 153 
(STEM+arts) education programs, design practices in technology, engineering and the arts are increasingly 154 
emphasized (Kang 2019), as design problems are all real-world problems, providing rich contexts in which 155 
learning and the application of science and mathematics concepts and practices can potentially happen when 156 
students are actively looking for solutions (Kelley and Knowles 2016). It is precisely the complexity of 157 
integrated STEM education that makes it more powerful, as the integration process is not a linear/deterministic 158 
process. 159 
 160 
3 Structure of the theoretical framework 161 
 162 
The present construction of the theoretical framework for integrated STEM education is based on the 163 
epistemological position of the American philosopher of science, Larry Laudan. Although Laudan assumes that 164 
no single theory of scientific change exists, he proposes, from his pragmatic and rational view, a series of 165 
criteria that operationalize the construction of a normatively viable philosophy of science. Within the 166 
metamethodology created by Laudan (1977), scientific progress is determined by the number of problems a 167 
theory can solve. It is defined around the effectiveness of a theory in terms of solving problems. From this 168 
perspective, science represents a permanent activity of problem solving, and the rule guiding scientific progress 169 
is the coexistence of different research traditions. The comparison between theories leads to a rational and 170 
progressive change in which there is no cumulative conservation. Theoretical gains and losses coexist based on 171 
the effectiveness of scientific problem solving. Thus, problems represent the central point of scientific thought, 172 
constituting scientific inquiries, the challenging questions that generate the need for resolution in the scientific 173 
community. Laudan distinguishes between two types of scientific problems: empirical —any aspect of the 174 
natural world that surprises us as strange or that requires an explanation; that is, substantive questions about the 175 
facts constituting the domain of any science— and conceptual —deficiencies or internal inconsistencies of the 176 
theories, that is, problems, conflicts, or controversial aspects presented within a theory or a theoretical 177 
framework—. 178 

From Laudan's philosophy of science, a theory —or a scientific response— solves an empirical or a first-179 
order problem when it —together with constraints— explains, clarifies, and answers the problem. A theory 180 
solves or eliminates a conceptual or higher order problem when it overcomes the conceptual difficulties or 181 
theoretical conflicts of its predecessor theories or when it presents no conceptual difficulties. Thus, a theory is 182 



more progressive when it explains more empirical relationships and obviates more conceptual problems. Based 183 
on Duschl (1990), progressive theories are those most closely approaching or entering the core of the research 184 
programs of Lakatos (1970). 185 

Laudan proposed his Reticular Problem Solving Model in an attempt to address rational and regulated 186 
scientific progress. The reticular model acquired its name because of his opposition to the hierarchical model 187 
commonly used and accepted by the philosophers of science, such as Kuhn (1962), in the first half of the 188 
twentieth century. This hierarchical model assumes that factual/theoretical disputes are resolved by appealing to 189 
methodological principles and methodological disputes are solved when related to the objectives that science 190 
establishes. That is, hierarchical models emphasize theory-related commitments over and above the other two. 191 
In Laudan’s view, theoretical assumptions, methodological principles and research aims are interrelated, and 192 
scientific change is more gradual and less holistic than the one proposed by Kuhn, in which an older paradigm 193 
—with its theories, methods and aims— is replaced in whole or in part by an incompatible new one. 194 

Within this framework, Laudan (1984) presents the Triadic Network of justification. This model postulates 195 
an epistemological analysis of scientific development composed of three levels of scientific commitment with 196 
the same status that interact in complex ways, the modifications of which are not always simultaneous1: 197 
commitment with theories, with methods, and with the aims. There is a strong interrelation between these three 198 
levels of scientific commitment: 199 

 The methods justify the theories. 200 
 Theories limit the methods, restricting the methodologies to be used. 201 
 The aims, objectives, or goals justify the methods; they indicate the choice of methodologies to be 202 

used. 203 
 The methods clarify the feasibility of the aims, objectives, or goals; they demonstrate their viability. 204 
 Theories must be harmonized with the aims, objectives, and goals. 205 

These three levels of commitment are postulated by Laudan for any contribution to the construction of 206 
scientific knowledge and as participants within a complex process of adjustment and mutual justification. As a 207 
result, a decision with respect to one element can be motivated from a position with respect to another element. 208 
According to Laudan (1984), the elements of this model imply “that our factual beliefs drastically shape our 209 
views about which sorts of methods are viable, and about which sorts of methods do in fact promote which sorts 210 
of aims” (p. 62). Decisions on scientific aims, methods and theories become an exercise in empirical 211 
comparison, rather than a matter of adherence to conventions. We adopt these levels within the present 212 
theoretical framework (Figure 1) for the composition of a cohesive and coherent model that supports integrated 213 
STEM education. 214 
 215 

Fig. 1 General scheme of the Triadic Network. From Laudan (1984) 216 
 217 

We consider that this model is acceptable, so that integrated STEM education can be presented with greater 218 
clarity, because it demands express statements of aims, theoretical assumptions, and methodological approaches 219 
—in fact, that last point is the main aspect addressed in much of the STEM research literature—, which must be 220 
coherently interrelated, prompting a healthy discussion focused on all the elements involved in both teaching 221 
and learning. It should be noted that this structure means that the model can be evaluated and, therefore, 222 
modified if so required, which contributes to its effectiveness. 223 

In the next section, we present our own selection of methods, theories and aims for integrated STEM 224 
education. 225 
 226 
4 The triadic network for integrated STEM education 227 
 228 
As previously indicated and based on the epistemological framework assumed about the NOSTEM (Authors), 229 
integrated STEM education in this paper is understood as a possible channel for integrated competency 230 
development. Therefore, within the triadic network for integrated STEM education, the goal consists of 231 
improving the competency development of the students, specifying an appropriate methodology that makes this 232 
goal possible. In this regard, it should be noted that we define competency (Authors) as a multidimensional 233 
construct that encompasses seven dimensions: knowledge, know-how, attitudes, context, communicative 234 
solvency, awareness and nature of disciplinary knowledge. If, as has been pointed out, the traditional 235 
methodology is not effective for improving competency, a different approach must be followed. Consistent with 236 
the view that science represents a permanent problem-solving activity and with the adopted definition of STEM, 237 
inquiry is proposed as the main didactic methodology, largely in line with the interest in competency 238 
development (Aguilera Morales et al. 2018). Inquiry, inquiry-based science education (IBSE) and inquiry-based 239 

                                                                 
1 Some examples based on historical scientific events can be found in chapter four of Laudan’s book, Dissecting 

the holistic picture of scientific change (1984). 



learning (IBL) have been defined both as ways to teach and to learn science, implying that students observe; 240 
raise questions; seek information; plan research; review existing knowledge in the light of experimental 241 
evidence; use tools to collect, analyze and interpret data; propose answers, explanations, and predictions; and 242 
communicate results (NRC 1996, 2000). Of special interest for the aims that are addressed is the use of socio-243 
scientific inquiry-based learning (SSIBL), where the integration of citizenship education, socio-scientific issues 244 
(Crippen and Archambault 2012), and IBSE provides a model for both using and building scientific knowledge, 245 
to enable change by asking authentic questions; conducting inquiry-based learning and taking action (Levinson 246 
2018). 247 

Although there are many recommendations about the use of inquiry and manifestations in terms of its general 248 
effectiveness in teaching science (Bevins and Price 2016; EC 2007; NGSS Lead States 2013), in this 249 
framework, guided inquiry —in any of its versions— is used, (Bevins and Price 2016; NRC 2000) because it is 250 
the model that seems to provide the best learning results (Furtak et al. 2012; Lazonder and Harmsen 2016; 251 
Minner et al. 2010; Romero-Ariza 2017). This adoption does not nullify the possibility of combining inquiry 252 
with other methodologies or using others, provided they can make the desired goal viable, such as Project Based 253 
Learning (PBL) (Capraro et al. 2013), engineering design process (NRC 2009) or modeling and argumentation 254 
(Develaki 2020). In this way, the repeated insistence on the use of certain methodologies for the integrated 255 
STEM approach (EC 2015; NRC 2011, 2014) is justified by the aim that is pursued. 256 

Finally, the theoretical level is incorporated into the network, whose constructs have been based on three 257 
compatible axes: epistemological, psychological, and didactical. The articulation and interrelation of these three 258 
axes, previously considered for the production of knowledge in the field of science teaching (Artigue 1988; 259 
Authors; Buty et al. 2004), completes a coherent and consistent model that fits our main objective. As described 260 
below, the choice of theoretical constructs for each axis was determined both on the basis of their internal 261 
consistency and their consistency with the other two levels of the triadic network. Just as no one methodology 262 
can guarantee the viability of integrated STEM education, neither is any one set of theories consistent with the 263 
methodology that is used. Following the epistemological axis, essential for the understanding of the principles, 264 
foundations, and scientific methods, Laudan's position has been adopted. The theory of conceptual fields of the 265 
French psychologist, Gérard Vergnaud, constitutes the psychological axis that offers a means of interpreting the 266 
way in which the students conceptualize. Although the previous theoretical constructs have important didactic 267 
consequences, a specific didactical axis must be adopted to support the teaching process, considering the 268 
didactic transposition. In proposing the didactical axis, the position of the French didactic researcher Jean-Louis 269 
Martinand has been considered, specifically his objective-obstacle notion. This set of theories, which will be 270 
described below, restricts the adoptable methodologies, as will be seen in the next subsections.  271 

Once the theoretical level established for the triadic network of integrated STEM education is described, it 272 
should be made explicit that, just as the theory of the epistemological axis has been justified by the adopted 273 
methodology, the constructs of the psychological and didactical axes, in addition to being compatible and 274 
consistent with the epistemological axis, must be harmonized with the aim; this effort is required since the 275 
objective-obstacle notion appears necessary to explain competency development (Perrenoud 1997, 1999), and 276 
the theory of conceptual fields allows some aspects to be qualified, such as the long-term stability of the 277 
competency (Perrenoud 1997).  278 

In summary, the triadic network for integrated STEM education is composed of a discourse coming from 279 
French didactics —with Vergnaud and Martinand at the theoretical level and Perrenoud at the aims level— in 280 
turn coherent with Laudan's epistemological view —also at the theoretical level— and with the choice of active, 281 
problem-based, experimental, student-centered and collaborative didactical methodologies —at the 282 
methodological level—. It should be noted that this decision made by the researchers is in turn validated by the 283 
empirical results obtained from its implementation using design-based research (Author; Authors; Authors; 284 
Authors). 285 

Figure 2 shows the triadic functioning model created for integrated STEM education, indicating the location 286 
of the three axes that are presented, with a detailed explanation. Note the importance of the complex process of 287 
adjustment and mutual justification of the three levels of commitment. 288 
 289 

Fig. 2 Model of triadic functioning for the theoretical framework of integrated STEM education 290 
 291 

Through this framework, a more holistic perspective of integrated STEM education is provided, since it 292 
establishes a reasonable balance between the two main research approaches traditionally adopted in science 293 
education: the orientation towards science and the orientation towards students (Duit 2006). This perspective 294 
has already been shared by several researchers in the area (Dahncke et al. 2001; Duit 2006; Duit et al. 2005; 295 
Fensham 2001; Méheut and Psillos 2004; Psillos 2001). 296 
 297 
4.1. Epistemological axis 298 
 299 



In addition to the fact that Laudan’s problem-solving model (1984) provides a way of combining the different 300 
levels of scientific commitment as discussed above, another intrinsic aspect of his philosophy is at the 301 
theoretical level. His notion of scientific progress and his conception of the problem constitute a fundamental 302 
construct for integrated STEM education. The relationship is obvious between Laudan’s notion (1977) of 303 
scientific progress, the resolution of a larger number of problems, and the conception that is adopted here about 304 
the teaching-learning process from the approach of integrated STEM education, the nature of which is also 305 
based on the resolution of problems —emphasizing the resolution process—. In particular, Laudan considered 306 
empirical problems as science-related problems present in the daily life that require an explanation. Thus, within 307 
this theoretical framework, a problem is understood as a variety of situations, issues, tasks, designs, creations, 308 
assemblies, projects, activities, challenges, etc., that are real and relevant for students and that demand 309 
explanations and/or solutions developed from the integration of STEM disciplines. Although there are 310 
epistemological differences in the kind of the problems solved in Science, Engineering, Mathematics and 311 
Technology, Laudan (1977) recognized that there are commonalities between scientific problems and problems 312 
defined in other disciplines, a view with which other authors who have reflected on this issue more recently 313 
agree. For example, in the words of Pleasants (2020): “each STEM field addresses problems that are 314 
substantively different from one another. Yet many interactions exist between the fields, because problems in 315 
one field often relate to and raise problems in another” (p. 837). So, aligned with our view of the NOSTEM 316 
(Authors), we consider that it is possible to generalize Laudan’s epistemology of problem solving for all the 317 
STEM areas. Situations that are both real and relevant will help to achieve the proposed aims, so that students 318 
can acquire the tools to live in society and to contribute to it; in particular, situations that relate to contemporary 319 
global issues. As discussed in Duschl (1990), although it cannot be treated as a complete model in itself, this 320 
epistemological approach can guide both the selection and the sequence of scientific concepts to be addressed in 321 
the classroom; it can guide both the teaching and the learning of science.  322 

Because the previous section touches upon this concept, the explanation of this epistemological theory will 323 
not be expanded upon. However, its emphasis is necessary from this perspective, the student’s progress in the 324 
acquisition of competencies in all their dimensional complexity (Authors) can be inferred from the number of 325 
real problems that the student is capable of solving, the very essence of competency development. This 326 
perspective moves away from a purely technical resolution of the problems posed that only focuses on quickly 327 
fulfilling utilitarian objectives —as usually proposed in the more economistic perspective of the literature 328 
(Chesky and Wolfmeyer 2015)—, paying more attention to the learning process and its potential for integral 329 
competence development. Therefore, it adheres to a humanistic position where competence development is 330 
conceived as the integral development of the person (Delors 1996; United Nations Educational, Scientific and 331 
Cultural Organization [UNESCO] 2016) and not as a product created by economic needs. 332 

 333 
4.2. Psychological axis 334 
 335 
Vergnaud's theory of conceptual fields is framed within cognitive psychology and designates cognition as a 336 
basic ingredient for conceptualization (Vergnaud 1990, 1998, 2013). For Vergnaud (1990), all knowledge —337 
how to do and how to express what is done— is divided into conceptual fields whose domains can take a long 338 
time to be apprehended. From this perspective, Vergnaud (1982) defined the conceptual field as a large informal 339 
and heterogeneous set of problems, situations, concepts, relationships, structures, contents, and operations of 340 
thought connected and probably interwoven during the acquisition process. In this theory, a concept is 341 
composed of Situations, Operational invariants and Representations (S, I, R). 342 

An individual must face a large number and variety of situations (S) demanding their performance to achieve 343 
conceptualization or the domain of a conceptual field. In this way, situations constitute the concept’s reference. 344 
The individual handles a whole set of mainly implicit ideas to deal with such situations, which Vergnaud calls 345 
operational invariants. Operational invariants (I) are composed of concepts in action —relevant or irrelevant 346 
primary ideas on which learning is built, in the sense of Ausubel’s famous subsuming concept (Ausubel 1968), 347 
and theorems in action— true or false proposals about such concepts. A dialectical relationship exists between 348 
the concepts and the theorems in action; the concepts are ingredients of the theorems, and these are the 349 
properties giving the concepts their contents (Authors). Therefore, operational invariants are formed largely 350 
through experience and offer incontestable contributions to the development of an individual (Vergnaud 2007), 351 
constituting the meaning of the concept. Finally, operational invariants occur within the schemas, more stable 352 
cognitive structures belonging to long-term memory. Specifically, a scheme is the invariant organization of an 353 
individual’s behavior in various situations, so, as the schemes are used and verified in situations, there is a 354 
balancing effect of cognitive structures through Piagetian assimilation, adaptation, and accommodation (Piaget 355 
1936). With the exception of its generic concept of adaptation to the environment, the scheme specifically 356 
adapts to the situation (Vergnaud 1996). 357 

Thus, for conceptualization to occur, teaching must manage students’ operational invariants in a variety of 358 
situations that, in the case of approaching problems from integrated STEM education via the adopted 359 



methodology, arise naturally (Kelley and Knowles 2016). Although the operational invariants generally assume 360 
implicit knowledge, a small fraction usually manifests itself explicitly. At that point in time, the teacher must 361 
infer the distance at which the operational invariants handled by the students are from the real and expected 362 
scientific knowledge in education. Thus, the teacher is responsible for stimulating, creating, or inducing 363 
situations through social interaction (Vygotsky 1962), triggering a cognitive destabilization of students, 364 
remembering that such situations must be in their Zone of Proximal Development (Vygotsky 1978), which has 365 
been considered as the most difficult task for the teacher (Vergnaud 1998). However, in the case of integrated 366 
STEM education made viable through inquiry-based methodologies, the intrinsic group work, the multiple 367 
experimental situations, and the natural emergence of genuine problems are beneficial for enhancing social 368 
interaction and situations of cognitive imbalance. 369 

Before continuing, it is necessary to indicate that what Vergnaud takes from Vygotsky with respect to social 370 
interaction, although relevant, could be extended and/or modified with respect to some cultural, linguistic or 371 
attitudinal aspects —for example, local culture, language or beliefs— that could be relevant and that in 372 
successive tests of this model in different cultural contexts could be necessary when choosing the problems to 373 
be addressed and designing the sequences in a contextualized manner. In this sense, the choice of a psycho-374 
social framework for conceptualization can be a "variable in the framework" and could be replaced or integrated 375 
later on.  376 

Also necessary are the representations (R) or symbolism that the individual adopts in the process of 377 
conceptualization. These are explicit and symbolic manifestations and compose the meaning of the concept. 378 
Students’ representations, therefore, constitute an important source of benefit to the teacher wishing to 379 
understand the way students operate. However, frequently, and particularly in science and mathematics, students 380 
have different representations for the same concept —definitions, formulas, algebraic representations, graphs, 381 
drawings, etc.— and to master a conceptual field the subject must be able to use these different representations 382 
in a coordinated manner. In the case of inquiry-based methodologies or other related methods such as PBL or 383 
engineering design, the fact that students have to draw, design, discuss, plan, materialize, collect data, express 384 
themselves, make presentations, build, etc., assiduously implies the use of different representations that favor 385 
acquisition of the conceptual field. 386 

Figure 3 shows the workings of the ideas presented in this theoretical construct when explaining the 387 
conceptualization process of students. 388 
 389 

Fig. 3 Outline of the student conceptualization model and its influential theories 390 
 391 

The level of conceptualization reached by the students, which includes the progressive mastery of the true 392 
concepts —with their operational invariants, domain of representations, and application to situations— will be 393 
equivalent to the level of competency development acquired. Obviously, students need schemes to master a 394 
situation that require a different competency domain. This need is adequately addressed in its complexity from 395 
the proposal of an integrated STEM education via the adopted methodology, given that around the same 396 
conceptual field a very large number of situations can be generated, gradually allowing students to achieve 397 
mastery in the field. 398 
 399 
4.3. Didactical axis 400 
 401 
Martinand’s theory of the objective-obstacle has been adopted as a didactic support. Martinand (1986) proposed 402 
the existence of a dialectical relationship between the objectives of teaching and the obstacles standing in the 403 
way of achieving these, which is how the objective-obstacle concept emerges. In this way, the objectives of 404 
Martinand's theory correspond to the objectives posed in an integrated STEM didactic unit. The obstacles 405 
represent the alternative notions students have about the contents addressed in that unit. Thus, obstacles may be 406 
of various kinds, related both to all the dimensions of competency —i.e., conceptual, procedural, attitudinal, 407 
contextual, communicative and epistemological obstacles— and to the different types of competencies 408 
demanded by the problem that is addressed. 409 

If the time available for the application of an ordinary didactic unit in the classroom is reduced, we consider 410 
that the objective a teacher must consider within the framework of integrated STEM education is not to 411 
overcome the obstacles, but to try to undermine or crack the representations —in the sense proposed by Astolfi 412 
(1994)— that students have, which we call objective-representation. These representations are identified when 413 
students make explicit their operational invariants and their Vergnaud’s representations. To create the objective-414 
representation, the teacher should consider at least the minimum necessary representations (Martinand 1988), 415 
which will be the appropriate path for further overcoming larger obstacles and, often, of strong resistance. This 416 
approach is consistent with the notion that complete control of representations is an illusion (Martinand 1988). 417 

Given that the true objectives of scientific education need not be defined a priori and independently of the 418 
student’s representations (Astolfi et al. 1997), the objectives of an integrated STEM didactic unit must be 419 



focused, to confront and to undermine the representations related to existing obstacles. These should not be 420 
skirted around, because they should be considered as something that is stimulating and dynamic, rather than as a 421 
negative aspect in learning (Astolfi 1999; Astolfi et al. 1997; Bachelard 1938; Martinand 1986). In short, this 422 
theoretical framework pursues the creation of an integrated STEM education whose objectives start from 423 
students’ representations or obstacles to improve their competency development. 424 

This didactic approach is consistent with both the epistemological axis and the proposed psychological axis, 425 
assuming a possible way of undermining or cracking representations and overcoming more long-term obstacles 426 
underlying scientific problems (Laudan 1977) that will be resolved within the domain of the conceptual field 427 
(Vergnaud 1990) addressed in teaching. 428 

In what follows, an example of a real application of this theoretical framework is provided for the design of a 429 
didactic sequence for primary school. 430 
 431 
5 Example of the theoretical framework applied at the primary education stage 432 

The proposed model was applied in the design, implementation, and evaluation of an integrated STEM didactic 433 
unit of 19 sessions for the sixth year of primary education addressing the content of natural sciences and 434 
mathematics. These subjects are present in the Spanish curriculum and were taught in an integrated manner 435 
using guided inquiry and the engineering design process as main methodologies. Starting from Laudan’s 436 
epistemological view of problem solving, a main problem was posed: How can I design a lighting prototype for 437 
my study room? It may seem like a simple problem; nevertheless, it prompts the discussion of sustainability and 438 
production-related issues, such as the demand for electricity, which are closely connected with the interests of 439 
students. 440 

Thus, contents related to electricity, such as static electricity, source types, series and parallel circuits, 441 
insulating materials and conductors, energy transformations, and light and color —science—, were covered. 442 
Information and communication technologies were used, and technological aspects related to electric energy, 443 
lighting and its advances —technology— were discussed. Work was done on the design of a lighting prototype 444 
for a specific room —engineering—, and information needed to decide upon which lamps to use —considering 445 
cost, energy efficiency, and lifetime, among others — were managed as variables, tables, and graphs —446 
mathematics—. It is worth stressing that the unit revolved around the solution of the initial problem and that its 447 
contents were addressed in an interdisciplinary manner as the students needed them to achieve a solution. 448 

This didactic unit was designed to improve the development of the seven key competencies proposed in the 449 
Spanish Educational System regarding the curriculum content related to the problem: linguistic communication, 450 
mathematical competency, basic competencies in science and technology, digital competency, learning to learn, 451 
social and civic competencies, sense of initiative and enterprising spirit, and conscience and cultural 452 
expressions. 453 

Regarding the psychological and didactic level, the process of design, implementation, and evaluation began 454 
by discovering the representations, from Martinand's point of view, that students had in terms of the content 455 
addressed in the unit, for example, on electricity, the management of mathematical data, or color. This process 456 
was carried out by consulting the information present in the specialized literature. It can also be done through a 457 
test application; the development of conceptual maps, diagrams, stories, reports, or drawings; and a long list of 458 
methods that give rise to the explanation and detection of representations or alternative ideas of students for 459 
further diagnosis. Then, some representations were selected that did not correspond to the scientific consensus 460 
and that were doable within the limited period of time in which the didactic unit was developed. Some of the 461 
representations selected were, for example, the belief that a battery is the only source of charge injected into 462 
wires like water in a pipe, that all types of graphs can represent any type of data, or that color is an intrinsic 463 
property of matter. In line with Astolfi (1999), the criterion for selecting the representations to be addressed was 464 
determined by the value that its splitting implied for competency development. With the selected 465 
representations, objectives-representations were generated that guided the design of the situations —from 466 
Vergnaud's perspective— aimed at undermining these representations. Taking, for example, the widespread 467 
representation that color is an intrinsic property of matter, the objective-representation of knowing the factors 468 
influencing the visual perception of the color of an object was generated, which led the students to inquire about 469 
observing a folio illuminated with different colored lights. From the integrated STEM approach made viable 470 
through the adopted methodologies, each problem offers a great variety of situations for students, for example, 471 
for each hypothesis worked through or each prototype designed and developed. Thus, each inquiry or design 472 
proposed involves a myriad of Vergnaud-type situations from the student's point of view. The undermining or 473 
cracking occurs when the cognitive destabilization manifests itself, which has already been alluded to in the 474 
psychological axis. This phenomenon creates an approach to the objective that will ultimately —and through the 475 
development of more didactic units throughout the course and the educational stage— signal the way forward, 476 
so as to overcome Martinand’s objective-obstacle in the long term. 477 



The entire process was operationalized by dividing the proposed main problem of designing a lighting 478 
prototype for a specific room into four specific problems: What will our installation work with? How do we 479 
build our electrical installation? What kind of bulb do we use in our circuit? and What kind of light-emitting 480 
diode (LED) bulb should we use? Each problem was addressed through the characteristic phases of guided 481 
inquiry. 482 

To elucidate the didactic process used in the design of the didactic unit, Figure 4 shows an example of the 483 
transformation experienced by one of its objectives from its traditional conception to its elaboration from the 484 
present theoretical framework. 485 
 486 

Fig. 4 Transformation of a traditional objective into other objectives based on the present theoretical 487 
framework 488 

 489 
In the first case, the traditional construction of an objective, the objective of learning is constructed directly 490 

from the curriculum content, without considering the students’ representations. The learning objective is created 491 
from a “blank” mental scheme. In addition, when students’ representations with respect to the contents to be 492 
addressed are not known, the teaching process is focused on going around the obstacle, a situation that does not 493 
foster scientific learning. In the second case, construction of objectives from the present theoretical framework, 494 
although the learning objectives are logically related to the curriculum content, they are associated with the 495 
students’ representations. Thus, within the integrated STEM education, the learning objectives are constructed 496 
when considering the representations underlying their mental schemes, as well as being focused upon or 497 
directed at the problems that is posed. In this case, unlike the previous case, the teaching process is focused on 498 
tackling the obstacle, allowing the overcoming of everyday life obstacles (Bachelard 1938). 499 

Finally, the level of the students’ competency development was deduced through the evaluation of the 500 
learning standards corresponding to the contents addressed, in which the representations used by the students 501 
and the explicit part of Vergnaud’s operational invariants expressed by students were evaluated. This level of 502 
competency provided relevant information to check and to evaluate the extent to which the operational 503 
invariants were modified in the process of conceptualization and the implication on student representation, from 504 
Martinand’s perspective. The analysis of the data collected after different implementations of the unit to a 505 
sample of N = 121 students reported high levels of competency development —more detail in Authors—. 506 

Figure 5 shows the triadic operating model corresponding to the described example. 507 
 508 

Fig. 5 Model of triadic functioning corresponding to an example of application of the theoretical 509 
framework in the design, implementation, and evaluation of a STEM didactic unit in the stage of primary 510 

education 511 
 512 
6 Implications and conclusions 513 
 514 
As well as we know the impossibility of conceiving the study of educational phenomenon from a single 515 
theoretical perspective, the same occurs in knowledge learning. Real problems transcend a unidisciplinary or 516 
single theory; the resolution of real problems is not the property of a single discipline. In contrast, it requires a 517 
wide range of contributions that transcend the content of a single discipline. Moreover, the eclecticism of the 518 
interdisciplinary often reveals new properties that would not be noticed in an isolated consideration. Grasping 519 
the complexity of reality and the development of a complex thought process, at some distance from the blind 520 
intelligence produced by uni-dimensional and disciplinary simplification (Morin 1990), is key to integrated 521 
STEM education, an educational approach that integrates branches of literacy that have traditionally been 522 
separately defined.  523 

In this paper, a theoretical framework has been proposed for these two current multi-referential approaches of 524 
great scope, to improve the development of student competencies from a humanistic perspective; a framework 525 
that has largely been absent until now. The mechanism of the three levels of scientific commitment of Laudan 526 
has served to construct a theoretical framework to these approaches, founded on and consistent with both the 527 
depth and the essence of education. 528 

From Laudan’s perspective, this framework addresses a scientific problem: building a theoretical support for 529 
integrated STEM education that contributes to bringing it closer to a more formative and humanistic position 530 
and placing it in the educational setting with greater rigor and a commitment to the theoretical foundations of 531 
science education. The conceptual aspect of the problem represents the proposal of the theoretical framework 532 
itself. The empirical aspect implies an evaluation of whether the integrated STEM education contributes to 533 
improving competency development among the students, that is, the verification of whether this approach is 534 
better adapted for competency development than those that have traditionally been used. The study of student 535 
achievements with these approaches is the most developed aspect in the literature (Brown 2012; Mizell and 536 
Brown 2016), in addition to their creativity and problem-solving skills, attitudes, and interests towards STEM 537 



subjects. The results can nevertheless be questionable, since neither the aims nor the theoretical assumptions are 538 
always clearly stated. 539 

Given the underlying theoretical complexity, some essential principles for integrated STEM education can be 540 
derived. We frame these principles in the three compatible support axes from the theoretical commitment, 541 
although given the theoretical interrelation, these principles should not be taken as intrinsic to the axes. Thus, 542 
from the epistemological axis we emphasize the importance of conceiving the teaching-learning process as a 543 
continuous problem-solving exercise —familiar to students—, which is the essence of integrated STEM 544 
education and scientific progress. On the road towards that solution, we must not forget, as highlighted by 545 
Duschl (1990), the commitment with theories, with methods, and with the aims. This methodological structure 546 
will be useful for science teachers, because it can provide a set of guidelines to help them plan and develop their 547 
science classes and didactic units (Duschl 1990). The psychological axis emphasized the need for the generation 548 
of a great quantity and diversity of situations. In this way, students will have the opportunity to manage a set of 549 
operational invariants, to develop, and to verify schemes and to achieve the conceptualization or mastery of the 550 
conceptual field related to the issues addressed in teaching. Finally, regarding the didactical axis, we emphasize, 551 
in line with Astolfi (1999), the didactic usefulness of the objective-obstacle concept for integrated STEM 552 
education, both as a way of selecting the objectives of an educational sequence —around overcoming one or 553 
more representations— as well as to regulate didactic interventions —the concept serves as a tool to understand 554 
what students say and do—. It is also important to emphasize the importance of considering representations and 555 
obstacles as a form of knowledge, which traditionally does not happen (Astolfi 1988). 556 

Following Laudan (1977), this framework avoids two crucial and habitual conceptual difficulties: the 557 
justification of the use of certain methodologies congruent with the explanation of the process of students’ 558 
conceptualization and the justification of the objectives or aims that are pursued. In addition, the framework 559 
allows for the formulation of new questions that transcend most operational characteristics present in the 560 
literature about integrated STEM education, such as the following: 561 

 Is any problem adequate to achieve the proposed purpose? 562 
 What level and kind of competency does the student reach? 563 
 What schemes related to the practice of science and technology are developed by students using these 564 

methodologies? 565 
 What are the objectives-obstacles that have been and should be overcome? 566 
 Which methods are more efficient —understood in terms of the domain of the conceptual field and of 567 

overcoming objectives-obstacles— in reaching the proposed goal? 568 
Knowing that the elimination of conceptual difficulties involves both scientific progress and the increase of 569 

empirical support (Laudan 1977), this theoretical framework is proposed with the intention of helping to offset a 570 
scientific advance, so far largely led by empirical studies. In addition, this framework guides the design of 571 
didactic proposals that allow the evaluation and modification of the assumptions —epistemological, didactical 572 
psychological and methodological— that support it. Speculation, reflection, and philosophical thinking have 573 
been used for critical clarification of an educational issue, a position that can allow the establishment of more 574 
humanizing educational reasoning. Likewise, the incorporation of this theoretical framework into the scientific 575 
knowledge of integrated STEM education can, through the holistic view provided by theoretical knowledge, 576 
lead to the assessment of empirical works and the gauging of their scope and limits (Gil Cantero and Reyero 577 
2014). 578 

In this position paper, we have adopted a particular set of theories, which might limit this theoretical 579 
investigation. On the one hand, therefore, some specific theoretical aspects that are implicit to this paper might 580 
be enlarged —for example, relating to the sociocultural perspective and epistemic knowledge—, and, on the 581 
other hand, other theoretical constructs —even other aims— could be adopted unlike the ones proposed here, as 582 
long as they comply with the triadic coherence also proposed in this paper. 583 

So, leaving the doors open to continuous theoretical improvement and scientific advancement, this theoretical 584 
framework could be useful for moving towards the humanistic educational contextualization of integrated 585 
STEM education, which is already in full swing and in many cases is followed within the educational field 586 
without sufficient reflection and theoretical foundation, both of which are necessary. From a humanist 587 
perspective, this framework moves away from the more technical versions of STEM education that have 588 
previously been criticized (Chesky and Wolfmeyer 2015; Zollman 2012). 589 
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